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The Federation_of_Public Programs in the Humanities is a:national
organization of state humanities programs. Its purpose is to augment
the state:programs'_efforts to bring the humanities to the public
through shared inquiry; imagination and discussion with scholars
so that the humanities can be recognized as central -to the values
Of the people of this country and as a means of,uniting the past;
the present and the future.

The -state programs, groups_of citizens from academic andipublic life
aided by professional staffs, receive basic grants from the National
Endowment for the Humanities. They carry out their purpose by
administering grants for projects planned and conducted by citizens
Of their states.

Through- demonstrations of the applications of the umanities to
problems and possibilities of local, regional and national life,
the_state programs refute the notion that the humanities belong
strictly to the college and university curriculum. -In 1978 the
state programs, the first of which began_in_1971,'spent over 22
million dollars, matched-by-cash and in -kind contributions, in support
of!.more than 24;000 projects; Their - combined efforts reached more
than 234000;000 people._ Through:public,foruMs,_lectures, debates,
films and other forms of media, the state progrdnis have made the
purposes and methods of the humanities available to-the public in
ways as varied as the interests of the disciplines themselves

The Federation--enhances the work of the state programs by providing
a_variety_of services. Priorities and objectives established by
the delegates_of the stateLprograms_to the annual meeting of the
Federation guide an Executive Committee in setting -plans -and

policies. Federation activities -fall -under four-headings: 1)i Infor-

ination clearinghouse, 2) Meetings -and conferences; 31 Special

projects and- studies; and 4)_ Publications, including Federation-
Reports (a monthTy-newsletter) and Federation_iRetourtet.

Federation of Public Programs in the Humanities
15 South Fifth Street, &ite 720
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
(612)332-2407
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COPYRIGHT:

/ GUIDE FOR PUBLIC HUMANITIES PROJECTS

INTRODUCTION (

A longer Vel-sion of-this essay was:originally:written-as back-

ground material-for Vie 1978 annual meeting,of,the sate_humanities

programs. The confeftnce was peopled primarily by committee

staff_members., the polity=makers:and=dayworkers,in the state

'humanities. bureaUdratiet.: The heart,of_the annual meeting was,:

a series of workshops built around issues of:common COnCerti to the

state comMitte68. Copyrights were high on the list-of priorities.

Not all public_humanities programs require attention_to_copyright.
Genera)ly_speaking it is only those which involve production nr

use of media prodUdtt (filM, reprints and exhibits; etc.).

As:you read the essay you_might keep three ideas in mind,iconcepts

which are, I suspect; particularly germane to your own approach to

copyrights.

Advanced Planning.:c: MOSt COpyright,problems_seem to arise from

Tack of forethoUght, As you-design_your project; ihdeedi, your

application for funding, look critically:at those areas whore

copyright Will come -into_play. Do you plan:to interview-anyone

and, if so, have_you thought about release forms? -Do you,plan

to use copyrighted materialtiin your own:project--i.e; music Or

prose? What rightsido you wish to extend_to,people who are

creating materialt in conjunction_mith your project-7-e.,0g. tome=

one who is preparing a paper_to_be delivered?: How does your

distributiOn plan-affect copyright? _Can you:legally do what you

say you're going_to do? What about financial questions? How

does:accrued income affect your relationship,with,the state

committee? _Clearly,:these and other issues should be integrated

into the planning;:When they are the afterbirth of the prOjedt

you:run the:riSk of major complications and strained relations

with your state committee.

Clear Division af Responsibilities: Who will be-dojngwhatin

terms -of-distribution:? You tiiiitt:detlda which rights 'you want

to-retain and which-Are best vested=with_some otberiagency.

Every project is different4and,in,some -cases:you might:Want

a tight cont over distribution while in others yoU might

6



WiShito,diffuse
Look at yOUt:Oroject -crit-

ically-and ask thOte difficult- questions :dbout ownership;:intOte;

assignment:of subsidiary
rightsi'and:t0 fottn_ Also; read your

state committee's guttellhes and contract-carefully. :Pihd out
what

the:committee's position is on these issues before submitting your

applitation.

Rule; of Reason:, No policy is-worth its ink if,it is_not workable

_and:fatr=77TETs means that both_sides; the state committee and the

'project director; must be flexible and tolerant: If you see problems

on the horizon; try to work them:out before-they fester. Also; -be

as consistent and-clear as possible. If-you strike a:bargain_with

yourittata_committee; keep to it -- and expect theM.tb_do-the_same,

The interpretation
Of:the rules may change dUting thetourse:of the

gtant;_but the rules themselves should remain the same in fairness

to both parties.

This brief report -is plainly meant to be introductory --=to introduce

the copyright ground rules-A:if potantial_interestito
project direc-

tort. The-policy choickt facing the state_hUManities-councils:are

a more complex matter indeed. You at invited to-pursue them-by:

consulting the larger version of the essay available from yoUt state

touncil.

THE PROBLEM

In scouring my libiarYftit,a-proper allegoty fOran_essay on.cOPY=

tights_and the public himanities prOjettS; I naturally graVitated

towards two parables : -'- irgil leading Dante into the Inferno and

the White Rabbit-enticing Alice:into Wonderland. My hand finally

came:td rest upon Wonderland._ I really do not: think that-we must

go thtOugh "Inferno" and "Rurgatory"to reach the "Paradise" of a

reasonable understanding of,topyrights. :NOt do-I_ think that: We

must-cower
unnecessarily- -under a portal inscribed;- "Abandon hope -all

ye -who enter here." Fortunately for all of -us; the basic:Copyright

needOf the State humanities councils and their project directors

are neither hellish nor hOpeless.
.

HOWever;_as tiny AlitelUickly discovered;
theiroad_to reason is not

withoUt its dangers.' We-must keep our Wits-about:us;.takihg each

problem as it=a0peam,
andapplying it to the_realityioftonducting_

-a_project. This suggests an impOttant posture or:attitUde. Viewing

the problem from the positThn of a_dayworker In:the:humanities; a

_reasonable, working knoWledge
ofcopyrights beed:not be t mastery.

s adMinistrators; our primary role is to help shape and impleMent

Oblicy-;_not to becOMe tangled_up in the.attahe:and_particulat web of

copyrights#
Realistically, it will serve no ourpose:ifi_at the-end

of -this essay, you are magically transformed into a legal Wizatz,_ The

legal questiohs,are_certainly
if you-take.nothing else`

froMythit exposition; you:thould:conclude at when major-copyright

OUettphs arise; techhiCal assIstance froM an attorney schooleein'

LawLaw is abSOlUtely imperative.



What has happenedlover the past few years that copyrights- should

emerge as a prettingiissue with the state committees? Two rela-

tively recent and related developments seem to suggest an answer.

FieSt, there is-- growing- "product" awareness on the state level.

Traditionally; the mandate ofithe_stateicommitteet has been-to

stimulate live-public discussion -- momentary, ephemeral -events; if

you with However; as the:guidelines governing the activities of

the state committees have been expanded; and-larger amounts of money

are availableiforigrant-making,:there has-been a climate of eXpee=

imentatiOn. The transitory events -have been joined:by the Creation

of permanent "products"--publicatiohsi films, videotapes, audio=_

tapes, displays -and the like; These:produOisi by necessity, have

brought the Pandora's Box of copyrightt.

_
The secondAevelopMent is a natural extension of the first:_!a need=

foriprotettiOn. Theiproducttrepresentthanging legal and financial.

eitkti:e shift in nature as-well as- degree. The creation of Media

products means-an entry-into the economic marketplkte for the pur7-,_

chase of- .services--and the distributionlofigbOdt. For example,--quite

often our traditional:"clientelei" academic humanists, --have little

practical experience in:media. So, to create quality media prod=

ucts; we now teaffit With a new clientele: producers -and distei=

butorsi'ManY of whom, =inn turn,- have-scant knowledge of the hUMani=

ties. To corrupt a well-worn cliche; the state committees must

walk a tightrope between the interests_of those--concerned with-the

"medium" and those concerned:with the "message." Clearly; without

adequate protectiont;:there is a strong chance that the state tom-..

mittees will be-COMO Victims-of the_marketplace; Equally important,

though, if "protection" is too oriented- the state commit =_

we,may suffer a different, yet equally devasting blOW from the

m-rketplacv we may beunable to produce:good media products,-for

we risk completely eliminating:theeconomic incentive for media

producers and distributors. This iension=will only increase as the

stakes grow larger. As the state- committees become more willingl

to spend greater sums -to insure higher quality and broader dittei=
butiOdithe risks-- t--a11 parties grow in kind. The more successful

our products become, the more important it is to deVelop equitable
and creative ways to protect our="publjt teUSt".without distour-
aging_the_creativepeople Who help make media projects so appealing

to the humanitiea.

DEFINITION OF COPYRIGHT

Nb di=scussion -of- copyright can progress terribly far Without a

aear-understanding of what_is meant by %opyeight," and what and

who is eligible for protection. lEssentially-,-a copyright--grants
exclutive;:but not:Unlimited rights=to the author of original

literaey, dramatic,- musical, artistic,- -and other intellectual works,.

These rights vary depending on the type of 'A", but geheeally

include:



- -The right to print; reprint, and copy the work

_The right to sell or distribute copies of the work

.-D.....The right to transform, revise; or adapt the work

--The right to record-the work .

- -The right to perform or display the work publicly.

ill

Ohly:the-,-author .An rightfUlly claim copyrAht_unless the author _

transfers -the right of copyright to-anoth _;_physical possessionof
a_particulariobject does not necessarily,: ive the owner of the

object copyright privileges. For_examp , the possession of a par-;

ticUlar copy of a novel; even if purch ed;:dttes not give the holder

the right:to make_a movie-of the bodk. (aLiadi, 5:1, 5:6-5:8) _. In

the-case-of "works for hirei" such as A report prepared_by the

staff _member-of_an organization; the employer; not the employee; is

considered the "author." (Guide, '5:2-5:3)

ELIGIBILITY

To be eligible for copyright a work must at least satisfy two broad
crit4'ria:-__the_work:must exist ih a fixed, tangible form (from:

which copies couldibe reproduced or reconstructed); and the work

must represent "original creative- authorship:" On the whole; the

courts require a very_lowlevel_of "creativity;" the word has more

techhital ttian ,value" implications; and the statute does not- _-

define "creativity"or "originality." WOrkt meetingtheserequire-:
ments,are-thenplaced into one of seven broad categories, each

with-its own sOeciali±ed criteria for eligibility: .

,

1.( Literary work
2. Musicalwdrks

Dramatic works, including:tCbret of music

Pargomimes and choreography
Pictorial; graphic; and sculptural works

6.;Motion picturefaudio==visual wdrks_
Lind recordings (Gui-de; 3:1-3:5)

k

cbeeespon- ly,,certain works are ineligible for copyright, includ-

trig_'-ieteas
rnethods; systems; principles, common-or_standarp works

(such-as cakendars ortableS); and formsand measuring devites."

.Also_eScluded areiworktiWhiCh
are-considered_"triviali" for they dO

not shOwany originality _-i.e., variations in typefaces, desight,

word choices; etc,) These -are examples of insignificant creative

AUthOrStiiii;. (Guide, 3:6-3:7)

Another- important exemption are: woeks.oeoduced by the-Federal:

Government; Materials -ceeated for the Federal Government:by :its:

employees; as part of theirimployment; cannot be copyrighted and

must remain in:the public-domain,,-Works produced by:Federal

employees outside -of their_employment or on release time- -e.g., on

sabbaticalcan be copyrighted4by the employee unless otherwise

'restricted.i_Also; the new law requires that whenever a work is

published "consisting preponderantly" of Ole or more works Authored.



t
by the Federal Government;_ the notice of copyright thOUld include:

a statement identifying those sections either produced or not

produced by:the Federal Government; The Federal GOvernmentmay
hOld copyrights transferred=to it by "assignment, bequest; or

otherwise." (Guide;3:7-3:8)
- :

Significantly;:the_copyright-protections_in the 1976 Act extend to

all unpublished and published works; thus pre-emptihg:the common

law protections once afforded on the state leVel. This Federal____

pre-emption-is _one of the hallmarks: of the new law, for it-creates

a truly national_- system of copyrights and will aid in__theiprotec-

don of one vulnerable unpUblithed materials. (Guide; 2:1-2:2)

NOTIFICATION, DEPOSIT, REGISTRATION
,ce

StatUtoryicopyright_has three :".levels: inotifitation;

and registratiOn Notification is affiXihg the symbol or-the

abbreviation 'Toprthe full name of 06 copyright_ owner; and

the year of first publiCatiOh_to the work': -Thus;_notice of copy-

right on this paper_Might be °G) The-Federation of Public:Programs

in the Humanities, 1980." The new copyright law is more: flexible

ih:the placement of the-notice:than was the 1909 = Act TheAct

dOet not specify a- -fixed location butirecogni2irg the multitude

Of forms-of publication; states only that th notice should be

" "reasonably- placed:" For a print piece, this-would_usually_be
on_or_directli after the titlePage.i: Also; if_for_some reason_

the notice is:omitted; or if the work is- printed without:all Of

the:required information, the work may still:be protected. 1 The

. author must register_the work_mith the:Copyright OffiCe Within

five:years of- first publication:and make a "reasonable__ effort"

to-add the notice toicopies:that are in print and later distri-

buted in the U.S. (Guide;

The second level of copyright is- deposit: :Within three:months of

first :pUblication-of-the_work with_a copyright noti -ce, the owner

must deposit two_complete copies of the work in the_COpyright._

Office. The Copyright:Office then turns these works over-to the
Library of Congress; which is how the Library stocks" its shelves

(in case:you ever wondered)._ If- the author fails to deposit the

] work within three mohths,_the_Register of Copyrights could

(detand deposit and levy a fine; although this is rarely done:

(Guide, 11:1-11:3)

ihe most_important: "level" of copyright, however",--ts7ic al

registrationi_whichjs the formal listing-of the -work with the

Copyright:Office, Both published And- unpublished- works can be
egistered., Published works require two copies of_the:piece

AWhich counts es-deposit); the applicationi_and:$10., Unpublished

works require only one copy; a separate application, and S10.

(Guide, 11:3-11:9)
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Please note: The great inducement -to registration, as opposed to

mere notification and-deposit, As that registration is only way

-?the -owner of a: Lc-2sat can defend ownership i-n-Court: Without

regiStration,the_owner must depend primarily upon the deterrent

of the copyright symbol; (Guide-, 11:9-11:10)

Registration need not.be immediate; however.: The author can regis-

ter the.copyright ,Well after actual publication, providing that.'

proper notice has peen given on all copies. Consider; for examplei

thetOrofessor who_writes an essay /lecture for_a,conference. She

assumes that-the piece has no commercial val-Ue,_sO she chooseSinbt

to register_the work (she dOeS inClUde:a copyrIght notice on all

copies However,:a year later she, discovers the: work in a journal

under different:authOrthip. -The:true lowner_can then register the

Work and prohibit fOture abuses; After registering she can_sue_

for actual damages arising -from the:abuse up:until the_registra

tibh, andshe:can sueifor any actual and statutory damages, inelOd=

ihg attorney's feeSi Occurring after registration; (Guide, 11:9=

11:10) The advantage of statutory damages is the greNETT7rOdUted

burden of proof of damage in court.

OWNERSHIP AND DURATION .OF OWNERSHIP

Ownership of thd copyright may be transferred in whole or in part,

and specifitrights`under the copyright--may be assigned, also in

whold_or in part.: For eXample,-the,bwher of-a_copyright can trans-

fer_or assign hardtbVerirights-to _one party, paperbatk tights-to

a second party, and ,movie- rights to a third. SUCh-transfers and

assignments require_a_contractual
agreement, and this_certifica-

tiOn of transfer-might be:filed in the Copyright_Office.providing

that the transfer bearsthe actual signature of thd:persOnt -eke=

cuting_the_document, and the Workis_specifically identified so

that the transfer-can be matched with the registration. Signif-

icantly, the sale of the -work does not automatically_ result in

the.trAnsfer of copyright ownership rights unless expressly stated.

(Guide, 5:6-5:8)
_

The 1976 Copyright Act hat changed the_durationof the .copyright_

as well., For-workt.treated after 1 _January, 1978, the basic term

isthe lift of the last surviving author_plus 50:years for

"works fbr hire" protection lasts for:100:years from the date ofr:

creation; or 75 years from first publication, whichever is shorter.

(Guide, 2:3-2:7)

FAIR USE

While ownership of copyright affords the author same distinct

protections, there are "fair use" standards which limit the rights

of ownership.. In a very broad sense, the courts. have interpreted

"fair use" according to four criteria:
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=4The_purpose and_character of the Use, ,includinm, considera-

tion of commercial and nonprofit educational uses

==The length-of the portion to be used in relation to the

whole copyrighted work

:=The nature of the copyrighted work ittelf,

- -The effect of the use upon the market value of the -copy=

righted work (Guide, 8:1),

The 1976 Copyright _Act .delineates nine categories_ of "fair-use"

that are exempt from copyright liability. The most important

of these for the state committees are:

.=Face-to-face teaching activities

brOadtatting (as an adjunct to educational'

activities but not intluding-public broadcasts:of an eguca=

tional or cultural nature intended for the public at large)

-- Religious services

--Live performances without commercial advantage to anyone

==Reception of broadcasts' in:-publ it places

=-Non=commercial broadcasts to the blind or deaf. (Guide;

8:9=8:13)

Clearlythe most- important of these exemptions to the.--state--com-

mittees is "live performancet WithbUt commercial- advantage to

anyolie; As we _all knOW; "noncommercial" programs often do entail

the payment of funds fOr itervices--i;e; honoraria., The Copyright

Act specifies that--"noncommertial" performances of nondramatit 2

literary or_ i,Tusicai__works are generally protected from liability

provided compensation is paid to its performers,-pro -

motors, -or- organizers.. Alto; the broadcast of such_works_are not

included in this provision, :nor are the use ofAramatic works

such .as plays and musical_ comedies. These_have their own require=

ments for use Jhe intent of the._law is to check abuses arising '

fromehe rise of the- "nonprofit. in4iastry;" which represent mil-

lions in lbst revenue for copyright hbldert. (Guide,- 8:12)

,
Two areas of particular interest to the_state committees are_

spelltd out ,in_ the "fair use" provisions: Teachingcand scholarly

research, and library and archival ute; The most relevant regular

tions for the State committees cover books and periodicals. For

teaching purposes; an instructor may make a single copy of the

following:

-4A_ chapter of a: PM*
- -An article from a periodical= or _newspaper

short story,_ short essay or short poem

"A chart, graph_; diagram; drawing cartoon or Picture from

. a- botik', periodical; or newspaper' (Siiibliki A3:1)
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In- some instances multiple copies_may_be made for classrOom

withcertairirestrictions. The copies may not be used_as al_substi-

tutefor-anthologios,or collected works; cannot be made of-leon-

sumatle materials-- such-as workbookt; cannot be a substitute_for

.purchase, be "directed by higher authority," or -be repeated by the

,

same teacher from term to-term; and cannot be sold- to-students

above actual copying costs. (Guide, 8:2) In addition; copying .

must meet -the tests of brevity and spontaneity; must -not have a

negative "cumulative effect," and -must contain a notice of copy-

right on each copy. (Guide; A3:2)

"Brevity"-is_the_arbitrary quantitatiVe dimensions of the allowed

copy. -A-poem; for example; may be used if-it is -less- than -250

words and if it is printe4 on not more than two A longer,_

poem may be excerpted up to- 250 words.__ Prose Confined:to 2,500

words or lets for am,article; story; essay;:oribbbk. Fortunately;

you are alloy4ed to,exceed the limits to complete -a line of poetry

or an unfinished prose paragraph (wouldn't that:be fun with Milton

or- Joyce }. "Spontaneity" assumes that the inspiration for using

copyrighted material and the-time of actual use are too close to

secure proper permission. (Guide, A3:2-3:3)

"CumAiriVe effect" seeks to,linsUre,that the use does not-hurt the

future market valueof the copyrighted' W0k, The material. -can

belUsed in-only one course; and not more than one,shortzpoemi-

article; story; essay; or twoLeXterptS/May be,copied_from the same

author. Not more than:three:items may-Ae_copies from the same

collective work:or periodical-during_one class term (only one

chart; 'graph; diagraM,-drawing;_cartooni:or picture); and_there

Cannot be more than nine instances -of multiple- copying for one

course during one class term. (Guide; A3:2=3=4)

A-ftiiii_ai=ea is whitactuallybonsiiiuteS-ClaSSi=bom period." The

past decade has witnessed- new forms of educational programming not

associated with traditional_curricula==e.a.; continuing education;

external degree courses; credit for._."life experiences,":etc. Do

thes.g activities represent a new definition of ,the,"classroom?"

If so,-would this definition intlUde; say, a publicimogram spon-

sored, by a:university using regrant-funds?_ Since "public pro -

gramming"ls not systematic instruction; ft would probably not be

considered a:"classroom" activity;_and the state committees should

be very cautious about using this defihitidh.

The other major c tegory ofi"fair use," library and archival; also

has its_own_restrotions.: A library or archive is allowed: to make

and distribute onediRy Of:a copyrighted work so long as the

reproduction and distribution are without direct:or indirect com-

mercial advantage,_thelibrary or archive is either open to the

public or open _to-a special constituency (i.e., scholarly---

researchers) larger than the immediate staff, and the copied work

includes a notice of copyright. (Guide -, 8:4)



In-addition, however ; the library or archive must make its- copies

undergone : of the following conditions: archiVal prese4ation

(unpublished works in the currect collection); replacemhnt of a

lost,- stolen, damaged, ordettroyed work_if a-replacement cannot

be--obtained at fair market price; private study, scholarship, Qr

retearch;:and acquisition of a work otherwise unattainable at fait-

mar "prite (as opposed to replacement of an existing work).

G- 8:4=8:5)

As is_the_case with classroom use, theCopyright Act_is_quick to

anticipate-areas of potential:abuse. It would be a simple task

to_organize_a_-_constirtiUM bf libraries-in_order 'to systematically

photocopy differeht.materials, exchanging- them-to mutual_behefit.

This:is expressly prohibited ; for the intent:of the laW is to allow

'isolated and unrelated" reproduction; (Gdi-de 8:7)

The proliferaAon of Ched0, publicly accessible photocopying

machines poses a special problem for the library, Understandably,

libraries andarchiVet cannot be,held_atCountable for: unsuper=

vised or unauthorized use_of_equipment, nor- can -they be respdh=

sible for the future use of_copyrighted:materials they provide

under "fair use," To be- excluded- from liability the library -must

pOst a notice -on the machine warning the user of possible copy-

right violations;

However, even thit eemption from liability has its TimitS. _The

library would be responsible,ifa_staff member exceeded:the "fair

use'' provisions in copying- material for a client and, significant-

ly, the exemptions only cover literary works; in most-cases

musical, pictorial, graphic, sculptural work.or:a motion picture

or other audio- visual wbrk:(bther than one,dealing with bona -fide

news) are not perMitted under library "fair use Nor ca7777fT57-

use" override anY contractual agreement the library has with the

copyright owner.

OBTAINING RIGHTS TO USE COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Clearly; the key to effettive use of copyrighted materials is to__

obtain permittibh frOm the-owner._,You_can determineithe_oWner of

the copyright by the-information provided in:the:"notiCe" in most

Cases. For more complex situations, you might with to work

through-various "clearinghouses" which can facilitate the authori-

zation process: Major facilities include:

--Copyright Clearance Center, Inc,, 310 Madison Avenue,

New York, New York 10017

,-Institute fbr Stientific Information; Inc:, 325 Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

--University_Microfilts International, Article Reprint

Department, 300 Nbrth Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor; Michigan 48106

r!,Educational ReSOUts Infotmation Center(ERIC)

NntitinUl Institute of_EdueatiouiWashington,D;C;

20208
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--NationalLTechniCal Information Service, Springfield,

Virginia 22161 .

--Informatibn IndUStry Association; 4720 Montgomery La17!0,

Suite 904,.Bethesda, Maryland 20014

After you determine,the_owner of the COPyrightyou should request

permission in writing; and inclUde the f011owing information (as

prescribed by the Association Of American Publishers):

--Title; author, and/dr editor; and edition of materials
_ .

- -Exact- material to be_Utedi giving amount; page numbers,

chapters, and ffpOttible a photocopy of the material

== Number of copies to be made

=-Ute to be made of the materials

- -Form of distribution (classroom; newslette publitiOro-

gram) 4

- -Whether or not the material will be sold

==Type of duplication-(dittd, phOtocopy;_offse typeset, etc.)

(AAP; "Photpcopying:by ACadamit, Public and Nonprofit Relatth-

Librariesi" Washington, 1978; p. 41)

The request should besent_directly to the author (ifin_individual

owns the copyright) or to the PermistiO6p_ Department of the pub-

lither. You-should_be sure to allow enough time-to secure permis=

Sion, and,remember to double check your request to make_sure Yo0

have enclosed all relevant data InsufficientLinformation, OethaOs,

more thanianything else, bogs down the permission_proceSS.: If you

have multiple requests -for the.-same owner', make all of them at the

same -time. However, you should avoid blanket requests; be as

specific as possible in each case. (AAP, p. 42)

A FINAL WORD: CONTRACTS

MOSt applicants only see the guidelines-and application forms prior to

submitting,a grant. HoweVer, many of the_specifit copyright require-

ments_and_protectiont7are spelled-out in the contract. Therefore; if

you foresee any copyright= Issues arising .in -your project, ask to see

the contrattibefore,submitting the_apOliCation. Read-the provisions

carefully and, if-any_seem to conflitt with your plans; talk to your

state committee Aaff; In many cases provisions in the grant contract

can be tailored to meet the specific needs -of the.project. In fact, -if

you have special copyright needs, explain them in the application itself

and make sure that they:are addressed in the:contract you are Asked to

sign. In some casesof course; the interests of the applicant and the

committtee are irreconcilable, bitut in most instances_a compromise can

be reached and,incorporated int the contract. But the greatest danger

is conflict arising out of confUtiOn and misunderstanding, a.sitUation

produced when both parties.fail to converse before the contract is

signed.

;
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NOTE

The foundation of "product,andlirotection" must be cemented by

the mortar_o,f arudimentary_knowledge-Of-basic copyright:issues. Thus;

theGeneral Guide to the Copyri-ght=Actiio±_-_1976i written in SeOtetber§1

1977 and available from the Copyright Office; is:a must for the state'

'councils and PrOject directors The 200-page Guide was- written- by

Marybeth Peters, Senior Attorney-AdvisoritO the Officeregard-

iing the re-write of the - Copyright Act,:_ Mt.:Petwrs' text is a unique

blend of readability -and precisiOn;:a13aodeker-indispeftable to theJ _

traveler of this-foreign terrain,._ The Guide is not meant as an Official

summary of the 1976 Act, nor is it an attempt to resolve theitany_legal

questions raised by=the new law; Ms:: Peters' prose is Occasionallysub-

jettiVe: but always_ informative:- Indeed; I haVe taken the libertyof,
using the-Gude_extensively in this essay, Whenever possible; 1 have

noted paraphrases or direct quotet with the' Word "Guide" and the appro-

priate page number for easy reference.

1 t;
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SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS

The COPYright OffiCe has issued a series of publications which you

might be interested in-getting for your - 'library. These materialt

can roughly- be- divided into three categories: general infOrmation,

topical; and documentary;

General informatibh can be found in the various' procedural circulars;

"Circular 1" offert background orLthe nature_of,copyright, what_can

. and cannot be Copyrighted, who_can-claiwcopyrightiiprocedures for

copyrighting publishedlind unpublished worksiiduration of copyright,

and so forth. -"Circular R-99" focuses upon the changes wrought by

the -new Copyright Act of 1976; Information_abowtthe location and
display Of copyright_can be found in "Circular 3," while-a schedule

of:fees is given in "CirtUlar 4." 'Other important =_procedural cir

culars are "Diration of Co0Yeight''AR-15ali,"Faie Use" "How_

to Investigate the Copyright Status_of,a Work" (22), and "Renewal

of Copyright" (R-45). A general_bibliography of works publithed
by"the Copyright Office can be found in "Circular 2."

The numerous topical circula explore specific types of products

eligible for copyright. Thbte ircUlars most relevant to the state

committeesv.include:

Audiovisual Material CirCUlar 49

Books and Pamphlets Og

Contributions to Periodicals 42a

Dramatic,Musjcal Workt 48

looseleaf Publications 65

Motion- Pictures 45

Musical Compositions . .
50

New Versions and Reprints- 14

Periodicals- 42

,-Photographs 40j

Pictoriali:Graphic, and Sculptural Works . . . 40,

Poems and Sbng_LyriCS. . . ..... ; 67

Print* and Pictorial Illustrations 40k

Radio and Television Programs- 47

Rec6rdingRights and Musical Compositions. . 51

Spuhd Recordings 56

The third_categdry of Copyright Office publications, documentary;

should only be considered by the pure of heart; If you want; fdr

513 yOU can obtain the-Compendium of a0D ri ht Office Practices,

a looseleaf publication -which is periodiCe y_UOdated. The Com-

pendium-is an encyclopedia of the/ever.,changing policies of

Copyright Office._ Even_more encyClopedic,:you can purchase --current

and back issues of the Catalog Of Copyright Entries. Published

semi-annually, thit tome lists a 11 copyrights f4-led in the various

classes.

I *--/
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